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Those people, with their eyes straight, stared at the ring, and shouted in shock: “Blood, blood unicorn
ring! This is blood unicorn ring!”
Even Zhao Dongcheng was stunned when he saw this ring, his face changed slightly.
He stared at the security guard and sternly shouted, “Who is the one who gave you this ring? How old
is it?”
The security guard, where could he withstand the coercion of these unicorn envoys, his body clicked
and was directly pressed onto the ground by the coercion.
Zhao Dongcheng looked backwards, all those talents gathered up the coercion that could not be
contained just now.
The security guard raised his head with difficulty, and said tremblingly: “One, young man, he seems to
be only in his twenties…”
Zhao Dongcheng sneered when he heard this, and his nervousness suddenly relaxed.
Twenty years old, that seems to be fake.
After all, he couldn’t believe that he could not believe that the unicorn Lord would be such a young
man.
Ho ho, it’s kind of interesting.
Quite serious about cheating.
He actually knew that a blood unicorn ring was made.
The others were still in shock, looking at Zhao Dongcheng, waiting for Zhao Dongcheng to show.
Zhao Dongcheng took the blood unicorn ring casually, and he actually sneered, “Ho ho, it’s pretty
realistic, you have to work hard, but unfortunately, the crow is the crow. It will never be possible to fly
to the branch. Become a phoenix!”
As he said, he threw the blood unicorn ring to the security guard and said lightly, “Fake, throw it out of
the window for me.”
The security guard shook his heart, after thinking about it, he was still cheated by the kid.
Zhao Dong has spoken like this!
I hope that Zhao Dong’s anger will not involve himself!
The others looked at Zhao Dongcheng in surprise.
Zhao Dongcheng casually explained a few words, and those people were relieved.

After all, the lord of unicorns hasn’t appeared in many years.
There is a great possibility that this blood unicorn ring is fake.
“Let’s continue to drink tea.” Zhao Dongcheng said lightly, “As for the guy who pretends to be the lord
of the unicorn, ho ho, death is inevitable, you, take a few security guards, and deal with it in secret.”
He pointed to the middle-aged Yixie and said.
The middle-aged man nodded, but was not in a hurry, and said to the security guard: “You go down and
stop that kid, I’ll go down in a while. Ho ho, old Zhao, you are really a motivator, a fake boy, you want
me Do it yourself.”
Zhao Dongcheng’s eyes flashed fiercely, “After all, we are still Qilin Power. This kind of thing that
directly offends the above, we naturally have to be stricter, otherwise the world would think that our
Qilin Power can be controlled by anyone.”
After that, Zhao Dongcheng also looked at the security guard, “You, aren’t you going out?”
“Hoho, do you want to see our new secretary Zhao Dong?” The big guys looked at the security guards
jokingly.
The security guard, holding the blood unicorn ring in his hand, felt like he was holding a hot potato.
According to Zhao Dong’s instructions, he was going to drop the ring directly from the fiftieth floor.
He thought for a while, hardened his heart, walked outside the window, and threw the blood unicorn
ring.
Then he said goodbye to these big guys shivering.
The security guard thought to himself that if he goes on now, he must be killed.
I almost made myself unable to get out of this office.
At this moment, downstairs, something is happening.
Wiliam looked bored at the phone.
At this time, a flaming red Ferrari galloped all the way, unexpectedly a sudden brake came at the door
and almost hit Wiliam.
Fortunately, Wiliam was so strong, he flashed to the side.
It’s just that the security guard box is not so lucky.
I was hit and flew directly.
Wiliam frowned when he saw this scene.
At this time, Ferrari’s door was opened.
From the car, a woman with heavy makeup came out.

This woman was about 20 years old, and with a big wave, Wiliam could smell the strong perfume on her
body from far away.
The appearance is not bad, but the behavior of this woman made Wiliam feel a little unhappy.
When the woman got out of the car, she rushed towards Wiliam directly.
This woman’s name is Li Sini, a new secretary Zhao Dongcheng just found last month.
Said it was a secretary, but in fact, no one in the group knew.
Li Sini is Zhao Dong’s little lover.
Otherwise, an ordinary secretary can afford to drive a Ferrari?
And when I walk in the company, I walk sideways?
No one dared to offend Li Sini.
After all, hitting a dog depends on the owner.
This has fostered Li Sini’s unscrupulous temper in the company.
She was originally on vacation today, but temporarily received a call from Zhao Dongcheng, asking her
to come and accompany her.
So she hurried over.
Because she knows Zhao Dongcheng’s temper and treats her well, and she can even say she is
compliant.
But this kind of rich man, you can’t be arrogant to him, it’s best to be obedient.
Otherwise, for such a rich person, changing women is as easy as changing clothes.
Li Sini finally got this kind of glory and wealth, how could she let it go easily?
That’s why she galloped all the way.
It’s just that her driving skills are really bad, she was about to arrive at the company, and she was
distracted, and she ran into the security guard box directly.
Seeing the Ferrari that had just been bought was bumped into a big dent, she was distressed to death.
She rushed directly in front of Wiliam and roared: “You have no eyes, do you! You don’t even know to
hide when you see my car!”
Wiliam frowned further.
This woman seems to have no intention of making sense at all.
I almost ran into myself and didn’t say anything, now I’m raking it down?

“Your car was driving too fast and almost hit me. Besides, the security guard box is here. Can I move
this guard box away?” Wiliam said coldly.
As soon as Li Sini heard this, her anger came up directly, “Are you the security guard who just arrived!
You don’t know who I am?”
Wiliam naturally didn’t know, nor was he rare to know such a savage woman.
“I’m going up now, I don’t care. Before I get down, you must have my car repaired for me, otherwise,
you will get rid of me from here!” Li Sini looked at her watch and shouted to Wiliam.
After speaking, she rushed in.
Wiliam leaned over, stopped in front of Li Sini, and said lightly: “You ran into a mess here, and the car
was still running directly at the gate. Isn’t it inappropriate?”
The previous security guard was quite polite to Wiliam and also helped him to send a message. Wiliam
wouldn’t make it difficult for the security guard to do anything.
But when Li Sini heard this, she seemed to hear a joke. She turned around and sneered, “It seems that
you really don’t know who I am? I tell you, don’t stop the car, just stop the car. Entering this door, who
would dare say anything about me? In this group, I am below one person and above 10,000!
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Under one person, above ten thousand?
When Wiliam heard this, he sneered directly.
It’s ridiculous, such a savage little woman, dare to say such a thing.
It seemed that the Southern Qilin Gate, under the leadership of Zhao Dongcheng, was becoming more
and more muddled.
Li Sini looked at Wiliam still daring to laugh, and her face became even more ugly.
She is usually domineering and domineering, and no one in the group treats her respectfully.
Even those high-level people should be kind to her.
Now, a security guard laughed.
Her face suddenly couldn’t hold back, and she sternly shouted at Wiliam: “You kneel down on me! Kow
to me! Otherwise, I will definitely not spare you today!”
At this time, the noise from Wiliam also attracted many people to come and watch.
Among them, naturally there are those who come to ask Zhao Dongcheng to do things.
When those people saw that Wiliam had offended Li Sini, their expressions changed drastically, and
they said to Wiliam: “Boy, you really don’t know who Miss Li is? Why don’t you kowtow to her?”

“You are also here to beg Zhao Dongcheng to do something. You have offended Miss Li. There is
absolutely nothing to eat.”
“While she just made you kowtow and won’t kill you, you can kneel down quickly.”
But Wiliam didn’t move.
The little ant can bear Wiliam kneel?
Aren’t you afraid of life loss
Wiliam looked at this woman named Li Sini jokingly, and asked faintly: “Then you know, who am I?”
Li Sini was taken aback, isn’t this kid just a small security guard in the group?
Li Sini saw him at the security booth at the door just now.
She also asked: “Okay, I will give you a chance. Tell me who you are? See if you can surprise me.”
The people around suddenly burst into laughter.
What a joke.
I am afraid that there is still no identity in this world that can shock Li Sini.
Li Sini is the celebrity beside Zhao Dong.
Everyone knows who Zhao Dong is.
Although Zhao Dong’s group can only be regarded as upper-middle in Yuncheng, the development has
been flat in recent years.
But anyone who knows the details of Dong Zhao will never underestimate Dong Zhao!
The development of the group is average, so Dong Zhao is definitely a relatively low-key person.
Everyone has absolute reason to believe that if they angered Zhao Dong, even if the entire Cloud City
is subverted, they will not be able to save their lives!
Those big men in business and politics who stood at the peak of Yuncheng, even if their status was
several times higher than that of Zhao Dong, would be obedient and polite in front of Zhao Dong.
Li Sini, who was with Zhao Dong, had seen so many people, how could she be shocked because of her
identity as a security guard?
Wiliam met everyone’s mocking eyes and said lightly: “I am Zhao Dongcheng’s boss. I let Zhao
Dongcheng kneel and he will kneel! I will let the whole group be destroyed, and the group will be
destroyed. Do you believe this?”
The people at the scene were stunned.
Li Sini was also dumbfounded.

But after reacting, everyone burst into laughter again.
so funny!
A hairy boy seems to be a small security guard at the bottom of the group.
To say such a rebellious thing!
Zhao Dongcheng, the entire Cloud City dare not offend him easily!
Lanyue Group, Cloud City is definitely a group that hides the dragon and the tiger.
In this kid’s mouth, it turned out to be the existence that was stepped on by him.
Is he still above Zhao Dongcheng’s head?
Big lie!
Talk about it!
Li Sini also trembled with a smile.
This time, she looked at Wiliam with pity. She had never heard such absurd and unrealistic jokes in her
life.
I was really taken aback.
“Ho ho, you kid, you have a kind, you can say anything. Now, even if I want to spare your dog’s life, I’m
afraid I won’t be able to do it. After all, you’re not so simple to provoke me, you provoke the whole
Lanyue Group. I really want to see, I don’t know if I can see it in my lifetime, you let our supreme Zhao
Dong kneel down.” Li Sini said with a smile.
In her eyes, Wiliam at this moment was already a dead person.
No one in Yuncheng knew Zhao Dongcheng’s temper and methods.
Stubborn, ruthless means!
“Oh, President Wang has come down. Now, if you want to run, you can’t get away.” Li Sini suddenly
looked at the elevator entrance and several walked out.
The one who walks in the forefront is surprisingly a vice president of the company.
A group of security guards followed Mr. Wang.
The little security guard who gave Wiliam a blood unicorn ring was on the list.
Seeing this group of people coming, the others quickly gave way.
Mr. Wang walked over, seeing so many people in front of him, frowning, and shouting loudly, “So many
people are crowded in the doorway, what a decent way!”

“Brother Wang, you have come down personally, just right.” Li Sini changed her face in an instant,
revealing a charming smile.
With this charming smile, Mr. Wang felt all over.
He walked to Li Sini’s side, with his hand in a place where no one could see, gently pinched Li Sini’s ass,
and said with a smile: “Sini, you are here, Zhao Dong was still talking about you Why didn’t you go up
there? I don’t know what happened here?”
Li Sini heard that Dong Zhao was looking for her again, and her heart squatted, and she hurried to
make a long story short: “President Wang, just now, this kid, in full view, slandered our group, and
even said that Dong Zhao would kneel for him! Ho ho, this You should know how to deal with it, right?”
When President Wang heard this, his face changed drastically!
Zhao Dongcheng’s temper is the most uncommon for others to speak ill of him!
If this is to let Dong Zhao know, he might be furious!
His eyes instantly locked on the little-known kid in front of him, revealing a faint murderous aura.
Li Sini said again: “He is a small security guard in our group. He just broke the car Zhao Dongxin bought
for me. Look outside the door.”
Li Sini pointed to her car outside the door and the security guard box that had been knocked into
flight.
Zhao Dongcheng’s face became even more ugly.
It is enough to denigrate the group and Zhao Dong.
Even Zhao Dong’s woman got offended!
Who doesn’t know that Zhao Dong is the most protective of shortcomings!
This kid, more sin!
Looking at Mr. Wang’s face, Li Sini could already predict the cruel scenes that would happen next.
She is naturally not interested in such pictures.
Besides, there are more important things now.
She said to Mr. Wang: “Mr. Wang, I will leave it to you first. I will go up and find Dong Zhao. He must
have something very important to find me in a hurry.”
When President Wang heard this, he showed a weird smile, “Of course! Get up there! Zhao Dong is
waiting for you to purge him.”
The people around them also showed meaningful smiles.
But Li Sini calmly and natural, scorned President Wang, twisted her small waist and hurriedly walked to
the elevator.

And President Wang, looking at Wiliam again, his eyes suddenly changed, his aura was wild!
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A huge momentum suddenly surged towards Wiliam.
But Wiliam didn’t move half of his body, just staring at this man named President Wang lightly.
From the aura of this President Wang, Wiliam deliberately determined roughly that this person’s
realm was around the middle of his inner strength.
It should be similar to Cui Shangyun.
Although Wiliam was also in the middle of his inner strength.
But he has had many adventures, and his body is the blood of the ancestor of the awakening eternal
unicorn!
Not to mention that the ordinary mid-inner strength warriors released coercion in front of him, even
when the late-inner strength warriors put pressure in front of Wiliam, Wiliam also stood still.
What’s more, President Wang can be considered a unicorn.
After drinking the blood of Qilin, he was suppressed by Wiliam’s blood.
Wiliam’s words are not very polite, he is a strong person, as long as it is a unicorn bloodline, there is
nothing to do with Wiliam!
President Wang originally thought that under his own pressure, this kid would immediately show his
feet.
But I didn’t expect that an ordinary little guy would not change his face!
This was beyond his expectation.
Under the eyes of everyone, his trick knocking on the mountain and shaking the tiger could not
achieve the expected effect, and his face became ugly.
I don’t know what went wrong.
At this time, he found a step down himself and said: “Enclose him first, I have more important things to
deal with.”
Several security guards immediately surrounded Wiliam, waiting for President Wang to issue an order.
At this time, President Wang looked at the little security guard before and asked, “Where is the kid
you mentioned before?”
Naturally, he has to give priority to dealing with Zhao Dong’s deal.
If the kid who pretended to be the master of the unicorn leaves, Zhao Dongcheng would be furious.

As for the little guy in front of you, it can’t be solved casually.
At this time, the little security guard looked at Mr. Wang in fear, stretched out his hand, pointed to
Wiliam, and said bitterly, “That’s him, too.”
President Wang returned his gaze to Wiliam, and let out a sneer, “Okay! I didn’t think it was really you!
Bold! Pretending to be my supreme Qilin Lord first, and offending Zhao Dong and his woman behind. It
seems that if you don’t give you a bitter lesson today, you don’t know at all, I’m using the means of the
Moon Group!”
As soon as he said this, the faces of the people around him all changed.
Dead!
This kid is dead today!
Lanyue Group belongs to the kind that usually doesn’t cause troubles, but when things come, they are
not afraid of things.
This kid is ridiculously overwhelming.
And Wiliam listened to Mr. Wang’s words, and asked faintly: “Why do you say that I pretend to be the
lord of the unicorn? If I am the real one.”
President Wang suddenly laughed, “Joke, is the lord of unicorns as young as you? Do you think we are
blind? Besides, this is what Zhao Dong said personally, Zhao Dong is the lord of our side. How could he
be wrong! He said that you are fake, you are fake! Don’t think that you can fake a blood unicorn ring
from wherever you go!”
Wiliam’s eyes gradually became colder.
Stupid, no cure!
He looked at the little security guard lightly, “What did you do with my ring?”
The little security guard looked at Wiliam in fear.
To be honest, he was full of anger when he came down, thinking that he had been tricked by this kid,
and wanted to come down and give him a severe lesson.
But suddenly he was stared at by this kid’s eyes, and the anger in his heart was suddenly replaced.
And what replaces this anger is awe!
As if not a kid is watching him!
But a towering mountain into the clouds!
It is a wild beast with eyes wide open!
This look made the security guard shudder all over.
He actually said honestly: “Well, Zhao Dong asked me to throw that thing down from the fiftieth
floor.”

When Wiliam heard this, his eyes became colder, and he sneered, “Very good! Well done!”
The anger in his heart has been completely hooked!
This southern Kylin Gate, like Lingyue Villa, is rotten to the root!
Wiliam was also blaming himself.
Did not show up earlier.
After all, ten years have passed!
If the Lord of the Kylin is absent, there may be many different intentions.
Not to mention ten years.
These people, I am afraid they have long forgotten, why they gathered together!
Covetousness, nothing is done!
It’s time to reorganize!
President Wang saw that this kid could still laugh, his face became extremely ugly, and he didn’t
bother to talk nonsense.
“Come on! Get him up for me, and I will personally die!”
Those security guards were ordered to grab Wiliam!
“Boom boom!”
After a few sounds, these security guards fell to the ground, and no one stood up.
No one even opened his eyes.
How can ordinary people bear the anger of the ancestor of the unicorn!
There was a strange color in Mr. Wang’s eyes, “I don’t think you are still a practitioner, but I
underestimate you. With this skill, you may be able to do whatever you want outside! But after all, you
don’t know what kind of a dragon’s lair you broke into. !”
With that, Mr. Wang has already bullied himself!
He did it himself!
In the mid-inner strength martial artist, can’t heal a little bit of skill?
But I didn’t realize that after meeting Wiliam with confidence, Mr. Wang suddenly burst into cold
sweat!
For the first time!
Lu Yecun refused to give up!

Yiji Zhenxinghe, directly blasted out!
One punch!
Full of shock!
President Wang was actually blown into the air by this blow.
The body smashed on the front desk severely, smashing the entire front desk!
Everyone looked at this kid in amazement, and they didn’t expect this kid to be so capable.
Secondly, it is naturally also in fear.
Now, this kid completely stabbed the hornet’s nest!
President Wang’s body directly rose into the air on the ground, and the blood was tumbling for a while,
and a mouthful of blood spurted out!
A smear of blood on the corner of his mouth, his eyes became extremely sullen!
“You kid, today I want you to die without a place to bury you!”
With that, he suddenly turned his head up!
Open your mouth!
Sounds like a bell!
It seems to penetrate the entire fifty-story building of Lanyue Group!
“Kirin potential! Assemble! Smash foreign enemies!”
Haohao’s voice was so shocking that everyone around him covered their ears!
This mixed with the voice of internal force, everyone has reason to believe that it can reach the
fifty-fifth floor!
Into the legendary Zhao Dong’s ears!
After shouting these words, President Wang looked at Wiliam and smiled grimly.
It’s been a long time!
The unicorn power is assembled!
It evokes his blood that has been extinguished over the years!
Thank you this kid too.
But at this time, his eyes stunned!

When he saw Wiliam, he smiled slowly.
Wiliam, point to the sky!
A burst of green air rose to the sky!
Go into the clouds through fifty stories!
Lin Qi!
Concussion!
He is like a god of war!
Spit out a word slowly!
It was less than one ten thousandth of the sound of President Wang just now, but all the unicorns on
the fifty-floor building stiffened instantly!
“kneel!”
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At this moment, in the office on the 50th floor of Lanyue Group.
Zhao Dongcheng had already sent other unrelated personnel away.
It was Li Sini who sat on his lap.
Li Sini had a charming smile on her face, trying her best to please the old man.
And Zhao Dongcheng was obviously interested, and he was about to do business.
At this time, Li Sini gently grabbed Zhao Dongcheng’s palm, drew softly in circles, and said, “My dear, I
was late just now. I’m really sorry, I want to explain it to you.”
Zhao Dongcheng frowned slightly, but still smiled and said, “It’s okay.”
Li Sini said furiously: “It’s all because of a small security guard of our company who broke my car…”
Zhao Dongcheng said indifferently: “The car is broken, I will replace it for you. As for the little security
guard, if you offend you, someone will naturally pick him up.”
Li Sini suddenly smiled. She said this, not to apologize to Zhao Dongcheng, but to ask him to buy
another car!
I didn’t think that my dream would come true.
Li Sini immediately took the initiative to climb up Zhao Dongcheng’s body and gently unbuttoned her
clothes.
In the blink of an eye, the two met frankly.

And when Zhao Dongcheng wanted to ride a horse, suddenly!
“boom!”
It’s like a coercion from the sky!
Swept the whole building!
In this blue and green coercion, there was an indifferent and ruthless voice.
“kneel!”
Zhao Dongcheng was just about to get angry, who would dare to be presumptuous on the chassis of
Lanyue Group.
But the next second, he was sweating!
His body turned out to be uncontrollable, straight up, and knelt on the floor fiercely!
Even, the weight of this force caused the floor to kneel and crack!
Even more confused is Li Sini.
Li Sini was about to sit on Zhao Dongcheng for a while, but Zhao Dongcheng bounced up and directly
knocked Li Sini into the air.
Li Sini fell to the ground severely, making her dizzy.
She woke up and was seeing a shocking scene!
A generation of arrogant, no one dares to bully the chairman of Lanyue Group!
Zhao Dongcheng!
Kneeling straight on the ground!
Dull eyes!
A look of fear!
Sweat like rain!
Li Sini was so shocked that she didn’t dare to breathe!
Zhao Dongcheng, who is this kneeling!
In front of him, there was clearly half a person!
It’s like kneeling on the ground!
Li Sini hurried over, wanting to help Zhao Dongcheng!

Unexpectedly, Zhao Dongcheng’s body seemed to be nailed to the ground, unable to move at all!
Even Zhao Dongcheng tried hard and wanted to stand up!
However, the vast pressure made him unable to move at all!
Even more, he moved!
The body is pressed harder!
In the end, the whole body was lying on the ground!
Five-body cast!
Li Sini suddenly thought that it was Zhao Dongcheng who had an attack, otherwise how could it be so
weird!
And there are no people, more terrified than the person involved, Zhao Dongcheng!
When he just knelt down, he was still angry!
Who dares to break ground on Tai Sui!
When he wanted to struggle, he found that he couldn’t get rid of this suppression at all!
It seems to come from a kind of innate superior suppressing the subordinate!
It has nothing to do with strength!
Once this kind of conjecture was born, his heart jumped wildly!
An inference that made his scalp numb was also born!
Zhao Dongcheng, as a unicorn!
It is also the Kirin guard in the Kirin situation!
Under one person, above ten thousand!
What else can suppress him!
apart from!
The one under that one!
The Lord of Kylin!
Only the lord of the unicorn has this inborn coercion of Lin Qi!
Only the master of the unicorn can order all unicorn blood in the unicorn potential!
Strictly speaking, Zhao Dongcheng and others have no unicorn blood in their bodies.

When they just joined the unicorn situation, they willingly drank the unicorn blood that was prepared
by Lu Lingfeng himself.
This unicorn blood can increase their strength, but it is also a shackle!
Let them have no resistance to the Kylin Lord!
The lord of the unicorn has appeared!
Moreover, in his own building of Lanyue Group!
The coercion of the unicorn rising to the sky!
downstairs!
Thinking of this, Zhao Dongcheng’s eyes suddenly widened!
just now!
A security guard sent a blood unicorn pendant!
He kept claiming that a young man who claimed to be the lord of unicorns came downstairs!
Also, someone called himself before!
Even before!
Choi Shangyun also called himself!
Could it be!
The young unicorn master they said is true!
Otherwise, how to explain the horrible scene in front of me!
Zhao Dongcheng’s body trembles suddenly, he is finally afraid!
He turned away the lord of the unicorn!
Even the blood unicorn ring, which represents the identity of the supreme unicorn lord, was worn
directly by people!
This is the capital crime of blaspheming the Kylin Lord!
Now, the lord of the unicorn must be angry!
At this moment, Zhao Dongcheng had only one thought.
That is luck to get up, hurry up and downstairs to greet the lord of the unicorn, pray for the lord of the
unicorn to quench his anger, and to forgive him for his blasphemy!
And at the moment when Zhao Dongcheng knelt down, a shocking scene happened in this whole
building!

Forty-six floors.
A middle-aged man with a big belly is scolding a little beauty who has just practiced.
Tears came out of the little beauty, but she didn’t dare to say anything back.
But suddenly, the man with a big belly, with a bang, knelt in front of the intern girl, his eyes horrified!
Thirty floors.
A group of people are meeting around the round table.
thump!
This group of people, without warning, kneeled together!
I was so frightened that a little girl who was pouring tea dropped the tea to the ground!
Thirteen floors.
The middle-aged Yixie was lying blatantly on his desk sleeping, and his supervisor was so angry that he
could not say anything!
But the middle-aged man in his sleep is like a corpse of evil!
A terrifying force directly crushed this desk!
This middle-aged man, even awake from dreams, was already lying on the ground and unable to move.
A whole building, scenes of appalling scenes are happening.
Those big men of the group, middle-level cadres, all knelt down!
A cry of exclamation resounded throughout the building!
And those who kneel down, their eyes are all downstairs in amazement!
First floor!
hall!
The real dragon is here!
The vice president surnamed Wang had no resistance after Wiliam gave an order!
Kneeling directly in front of Wiliam in front of everyone!
This is a force from the suppression of blood!
Around, there were countless screams!

They watched in horror at the aloof Mr. Wang, kneeling to a little security guard for no apparent
reason.
And Wiliam, condescending, looked at the so-called President Wang with indifference!
The indifferent voice sounded again.
“Now, can we talk about it?”
Chapter 840: Present!
Wiliam’s words sounded like a thunder, which exploded in President Wang’s head!
No matter how stupid he was, he knew that he was kneeling uncontrollably because this kid in front of
him made it.
There is only one person in the world who can mobilize the Qilin blood in his body!
For a while, the mysterious veil of the Kylin Lord was finally lifted after ten years!
It was this young guy who seemed to be in front of me!
President Wang’s body trembled constantly.
He knelt on the ground, leaned down on his own initiative, and shouted tremblingly: “Your
subordinates don’t know that you are here personally! The sin deserves all death! The sin deserves all
death!”
Wiliam’s eyes were still cold, but he put away the coercion of the unicorn on him.
In my heart, I was deeply moved.
This Lin Qi is so domineering.
Grandpa, you really worked hard for me.
Before the battle at Lingyue Villa, Wiliam awakened Lin Qi.
At that time, relying on this miraculous Lin Qi, he was even able to mobilize those dead unicorns to
re-form the fist of war.
At that time, he felt that this kind of Lin Qi had absolute control over the Qilin Power.
It was just that at that time, his strength was low and he couldn’t control Lin Qi freely.
Now he can.
It also means that the time for him to officially take over the Qilin Power has arrived.
President Wang felt the palpitating pressure on his body gradually dissipated, and the whole talent
breathed a sigh of relief.
He raised his head in awe and looked at the young man in front of him.

In my heart, Zhao Dongcheng and Li Sini were scolded to death.
Of these two dogs who didn’t know good or bad, one said that the lord of the unicorn was fake, and
threw the blood unicorn ring away.
One directly provokes the Lord of Kylin.
Fortunately, there was no damage to the Kylin Lord just now, otherwise it would really be impossible
to argue.
“Get up.” Wiliam said lightly.
President Wang slowly got up, his eyes were completely surrendered.
In the face of Kirin coercion, strength is not useful at all.
Perhaps the strength of the Kylin Lord is not very strong, but the ability to release Lin Qi is enough to
give orders to the heroes.
“My lord, it’s been ten years! You finally appeared! You made us wait so hard! We finally waited!” Mr.
Wang’s eyes turned red in an instant.
These people, even if they are assholes, have ten thousand shortcomings, but they have unicorn blood
on them, they are destined to have only one identity.
That is the minister of the Kylin Lord!
For ten years, they have been dormant and waiting.
No purpose.
Ten years is enough to grind the spirits of these people.
That’s why they play the world.
Now, the Lord of Kylin appears!
It means that the opportunity for the unicorn to show its glory is here!
Who doesn’t want to be successful!
Who doesn’t want Jin Ge to die in battle!
Those who practice martial arts emphasize the arrogance in their hearts!
Looking at this President Wang, Wiliam moved sincerely, nodded, and a little bit of temperature was
added to his voice.
“Well, here I am.”
One sentence is enough to represent everything!
Mr. Wang said excitedly: “I, I’ll go and call Sect Master Zhao down right away!”

In the past ten years, Mr. Wang has always referred to Zhao Dong as Zhao Dong.
Only today, call his Zhao Sect Master!
Meaning, it goes without saying!
But Wiliam said lightly, “No, he will come down naturally.”
President Wang was taken aback, and suddenly he heard strong and hasty footsteps coming upstairs!
this is!
The martial artist inside the gate used internal force!
It seems to be running down!
Naturally, President Wang would not think that these people were called down by him just now.
He then thought about it, and suddenly looked at Wiliam in amazement, and asked in a trembling voice:
“Could it be that you just gave an order to convey the whole building! Order all the doormen!”
Wiliam nodded, not speaking any more.
The expression in the eyes of President Wang looking at Wiliam changed!
He thought that Wiliam’s release of Qilin’s coercion was just to make him kneel.
Unexpectedly, the coercion of the unicorn that just soared into the sky had reached the top!
Make all unicorns kneel down!
This is horrible.
The strength of the Kylin Lord is definitely not weak!
President Wang immediately put away the thoughts that underestimated the strength of the Qilin
Lord just now, and there was an uproar in his heart.
The Kylin Lord is only a few years old, and he has reached such a realm!
However, he was relieved immediately.
The only person in the world who can be called the lord of the unicorn!
The lord of unicorns is not talented, who is talented!
Being able to fight with such a young and promising Kylin master has a promising fame!
Suddenly, Mr. Wang felt proud!
And indeed, after Wiliam put away the coercion of the unicorns, the unicorns of the entire building
moved frantically.
There is only one goal, one level!

Meet their master who has waited for ten years to finally live!
Zhao Dongcheng on the top floor was the first time he untied his restraints. He rose into the air and
was about to dash downstairs!
At this time, the stunned Li Sini finally reacted and shouted: “My dear, where are you going? You don’t
have any clothes on.”
Waking up by this sound, Zhao Dongcheng hurried over to put on clothes.
While Zhao Dongcheng was getting dressed, Li Sini asked strangely: “My dear, where are you going?
Do you have something unspeakable?”
“No.” Zhao Dongcheng is obviously not interested in Li Sini’s beauty.
Li Sini was unwilling, so she stepped forward and hooked Zhao Dongcheng’s body, and said in her ear
charmly: “My dear, since you have trouble, why don’t we take this opportunity now…”
“I’m not interested, so I finally got dressed and you took it off for me, you are looking for death!” Zhao
Dongcheng suddenly furious.
Li Sini has never seen Zhao Dongcheng such an angry look.
Although she has only been with Zhao Dongcheng for more than a month, she is confident that Zhao
Dongcheng is still tired of her body, and she has been working hard every day, making her scream.
Today this is taking the wrong medicine, and the attitude is so fierce.
Could it be that I just got sick, I saw it and felt embarrassed, so I wanted to avoid it temporarily?
The more Li Sini thinks about it, the more reasonable it is, otherwise Zhao Dongcheng will not put on
the ready-made beauty without picking it.
Zhao Dongcheng finally put on his clothes. When he was about to leave, seeing Li Sini’s face, he
couldn’t bear it after all, and said, “Something happened on the first floor. I’ll go down and take a look.
Don’t move here.”
After speaking, Zhao Dongcheng rushed towards the downstairs!
Li Sini was stunned.
Something happened on the first floor?
Is it possible that the little security guard, who didn’t know what was good or bad, hit something
again?
Thinking of the little security guard, Li Sini’s nameless anger burned.
She suddenly slapped her head, Zhao Dongcheng was going to the first floor!
Isn’t it right!
It just so happens that Zhao Dongcheng can take care of the kid himself, seeing it be believing, and
venting his disgust, wouldn’t it be even better?

What a coincidence!
Li Sini is not at all afraid that Zhao Dongcheng can’t handle anything on the first floor. After all, Zhao
Dongcheng is the uncrowned king of Yuncheng.
Thinking of this, she couldn’t wait to see the scene of the kid being hung by Zhao Dongcheng and
begging for mercy.
So she also went out quickly.
Go to the first floor to watch the show!
She thought triumphantly.
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Wiliam’s words sounded like a thunder, which exploded in President Wang’s head!
No matter how stupid he was, he knew that he was kneeling uncontrollably because this kid in front of
him made it.
There is only one person in the world who can mobilize the Qilin blood in his body!
For a while, the mysterious veil of the Kylin Lord was finally lifted after ten years!
It was this young guy who seemed to be in front of me!
President Wang’s body trembled constantly.
He knelt on the ground, leaned down on his own initiative, and shouted tremblingly: “Your
subordinates don’t know that you are here personally! The sin deserves all death! The sin deserves all
death!”
Wiliam’s eyes were still cold, but he put away the coercion of the unicorn on him.
In my heart, I was deeply moved.
This Lin Qi is so domineering.
Grandpa, you really worked hard for me.
Before the battle at Lingyue Villa, Wiliam awakened Lin Qi.
At that time, relying on this miraculous Lin Qi, he was even able to mobilize those dead unicorns to
re-form the fist of war.
At that time, he felt that this kind of Lin Qi had absolute control over the Qilin Power.
It was just that at that time, his strength was low and he couldn’t control Lin Qi freely.
Now he can.

It also means that the time for him to officially take over the Qilin Power has arrived.
President Wang felt the palpitating pressure on his body gradually dissipated, and the whole talent
breathed a sigh of relief.
He raised his head in awe and looked at the young man in front of him.
In my heart, Zhao Dongcheng and Li Sini were scolded to death.
Of these two dogs who didn’t know good or bad, one said that the lord of the unicorn was fake, and
threw the blood unicorn ring away.
One directly provokes the Lord of Kylin.
Fortunately, there was no damage to the Kylin Lord just now, otherwise it would really be impossible
to argue.
“Get up.” Wiliam said lightly.
President Wang slowly got up, his eyes were completely surrendered.
In the face of Kirin coercion, strength is not useful at all.
Perhaps the strength of the Kylin Lord is not very strong, but the ability to release Lin Qi is enough to
give orders to the heroes.
“My lord, it’s been ten years! You finally appeared! You made us wait so hard! We finally waited!” Mr.
Wang’s eyes turned red in an instant.
These people, even if they are assholes, have ten thousand shortcomings, but they have unicorn blood
on them, they are destined to have only one identity.
That is the minister of the Kylin Lord!
For ten years, they have been dormant and waiting.
No purpose.
Ten years is enough to grind the spirits of these people.
That’s why they play the world.
Now, the Lord of Kylin appears!
It means that the opportunity for the unicorn to show its glory is here!
Who doesn’t want to be successful!
Who doesn’t want Jin Ge to die in battle!
Those who practice martial arts emphasize the arrogance in their hearts!

Looking at this President Wang, Wiliam moved sincerely, nodded, and a little bit of temperature was
added to his voice.
“Well, here I am.”
One sentence is enough to represent everything!
Mr. Wang said excitedly: “I, I’ll go and call Sect Master Zhao down right away!”
In the past ten years, Mr. Wang has always referred to Zhao Dong as Zhao Dong.
Only today, call his Zhao Sect Master!
Meaning, it goes without saying!
But Wiliam said lightly, “No, he will come down naturally.”
President Wang was taken aback, and suddenly he heard strong and hasty footsteps coming upstairs!
this is!
The martial artist inside the gate used internal force!
It seems to be running down!
Naturally, President Wang would not think that these people were called down by him just now.
He then thought about it, and suddenly looked at Wiliam in amazement, and asked in a trembling voice:
“Could it be that you just gave an order to convey the whole building! Order all the doormen!”
Wiliam nodded, not speaking any more.
The expression in the eyes of President Wang looking at Wiliam changed!
He thought that Wiliam’s release of Qilin’s coercion was just to make him kneel.
Unexpectedly, the coercion of the unicorn that just soared into the sky had reached the top!
Make all unicorns kneel down!
This is horrible.
The strength of the Kylin Lord is definitely not weak!
President Wang immediately put away the thoughts that underestimated the strength of the Qilin
Lord just now, and there was an uproar in his heart.
The Kylin Lord is only a few years old, and he has reached such a realm!
However, he was relieved immediately.
The only person in the world who can be called the lord of the unicorn!
The lord of unicorns is not talented, who is talented!

Being able to fight with such a young and promising Kylin master has a promising fame!
Suddenly, Mr. Wang felt proud!
And indeed, after Wiliam put away the coercion of the unicorns, the unicorns of the entire building
moved frantically.
There is only one goal, one level!
Meet their master who has waited for ten years to finally live!
Zhao Dongcheng on the top floor was the first time he untied his restraints. He rose into the air and
was about to dash downstairs!
At this time, the stunned Li Sini finally reacted and shouted: “My dear, where are you going? You don’t
have any clothes on.”
Waking up by this sound, Zhao Dongcheng hurried over to put on clothes.
While Zhao Dongcheng was getting dressed, Li Sini asked strangely: “My dear, where are you going?
Do you have something unspeakable?”
“No.” Zhao Dongcheng is obviously not interested in Li Sini’s beauty.
Li Sini was unwilling, so she stepped forward and hooked Zhao Dongcheng’s body, and said in her ear
charmly: “My dear, since you have trouble, why don’t we take this opportunity now…”
“I’m not interested, so I finally got dressed and you took it off for me, you are looking for death!” Zhao
Dongcheng suddenly furious.
Li Sini has never seen Zhao Dongcheng such an angry look.
Although she has only been with Zhao Dongcheng for more than a month, she is confident that Zhao
Dongcheng is still tired of her body, and she has been working hard every day, making her scream.
Today this is taking the wrong medicine, and the attitude is so fierce.
Could it be that I just got sick, I saw it and felt embarrassed, so I wanted to avoid it temporarily?
The more Li Sini thinks about it, the more reasonable it is, otherwise Zhao Dongcheng will not put on
the ready-made beauty without picking it.
Zhao Dongcheng finally put on his clothes. When he was about to leave, seeing Li Sini’s face, he
couldn’t bear it after all, and said, “Something happened on the first floor. I’ll go down and take a look.
Don’t move here.”
After speaking, Zhao Dongcheng rushed towards the downstairs!
Li Sini was stunned.
Something happened on the first floor?
Is it possible that the little security guard, who didn’t know what was good or bad, hit something
again?

Thinking of the little security guard, Li Sini’s nameless anger burned.
She suddenly slapped her head, Zhao Dongcheng was going to the first floor!
Isn’t it right!
It just so happens that Zhao Dongcheng can take care of the kid himself, seeing it be believing, and
venting his disgust, wouldn’t it be even better?
What a coincidence!
Li Sini is not at all afraid that Zhao Dongcheng can’t handle anything on the first floor. After all, Zhao
Dongcheng is the uncrowned king of Yuncheng.
Thinking of this, she couldn’t wait to see the scene of the kid being hung by Zhao Dongcheng and
begging for mercy.
So she also went out quickly.
Go to the first floor to watch the show!
She thought triumphantly.

